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the forcible intervention of a revolutionary movement from cither
the Left or Right. The effect would be chaos and in that chaos
there was the chance, the supreme chance., for the leader and there
was no reason why that leader should be Hitler rather than a
"Marxist."
It is often said that there never was a revolutionary situation.
If one means by that that the existence of a revolutionary situation
can only be proved by the fact of a successful revolution, one
may perhaps grant that the enemies of action, traitorous or merely
pusillanimous, had a case. But the test of a revolutionary situation
is not merely that the situation be favourable to revolutionary
success, but that it necessitate revolutionary action, whether it be
successful or no. That was what differentiated Lenin from
Kamenev and Zinovieff, that is what separates the leader who
leads and the leader who follows. And that is what separates the
great revolutionary movement of Germany., its great Communist
movement and its great Socialist party, from the gallant handful
of workers who fought it out to the death by the bullet or the
garotte in the streets of Vienna. If there is any ground at all for
saying that there was no revolutionary situation it is the fact that
there was nowhere from the reddest of the Communists to the
reddest of the National Socialists any revolutionary leadership.
The revolutionary moment indeed had not yet come, but it was
coming and not a single preparation was made to meet it. The
Iron Front and the Red Fighting Front had their hierarchies
and their staffs; they had neither of them ever thought of issuing
instructions or properly organizing their devoted troops,
Yet it was in the shadow of revolution that once again, weary
but undaunted, the German voter went to the polls on November 6.
There was no formal issue except the endorsement or rejection
of Hermann Goering's expert views on Reichstag procedure.
The chancellor appealed to the nation to votp above party, but
there was nothing else but parties to vote for, and the weary bat-
talions rolled up once again to the booths just as before, except
that this time there were more stragglers—the total fell by 3 • 5 per
cent. The result was another overwhelming numerical defeat for
the government, but a reasonably great moral victory and a really

